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LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is
the most important trend of development and it is
revolutionizing the construction industry. It has gained
tremendous momentum and has a profound impact on our
environment. From this book, you will learn how to1. Pass
LEED AP exam.2. Register and certify a building for LEED
certification.3. Understand the intent for each LEED
prerequisite and credit.4. Calculate points for LEED credit.5.
Identify the responsible party for each prerequisite and
credit.6. Earn extra credit (Exemplary Performance) for
LEED.7. Implement the local codes and building standards
for prerequisite and credit.8. Get points for categories not yet
clearly defined by USGBC.Most of the existing books on
LEED and LEED AP are too expensive and too complicated
to be practical and helpful. This pocket guide demystifies
LEED and uncovers the secrets, codes and jargons for LEED
as well as the true meaning of "going green." It will set up a
solid foundation and fundamental framework of LEED for you.
It covers every aspect of LEED-NC in plain and concise
language, and introduces it to ordinary people. This pocket
guide is small and easy to carry around. You can read it
whenever you have a few extra minutes. It is an
indispensable book for ordinary people, developers,
contractors, architects, landscape architects, civil,
mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineers, interns,
drafters, designers and other design professionals.You may
be interested in other books I wrote: Click here to view Click
here to view Click here to view Click here to view LEED
BD&C Exam Guide
Pass the LEED AP ID+C Exam, Get Your Building LEED
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Certified, Fight Global Warming and Save Money! The
USGBC released LEED v4 in GreenBuild International
Conference and Expo in November 2013. The GBCI started
to include the new LEED v4 content for all LEED exams in
June 2014. We have incorporated the new LEED v4 content
in this book. LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) is one of the most important trends in development
and is revolutionizing the construction industry. It has gained
tremendous momentum and has a profound impact on our
environment. From this book, you will be able to: 1. Identify
your weakness through practice questions 2. Learn to work
well under the pressure of timed tests 3. Check your
responses against the solutions 4. Understand the solutions
for the difficult questions through the explanations 5. Fully
understand the scope, difficulty level, and format of the LEED
ID&C Exam 6. Learn how to pass the LEED ID&C Exam
There is NO official GBCI book on the LEED AP ID+C Exam.
LEED AP ID+C Mock Exams fills in the blanks and
demystifies LEED. The book includes 200 questions and
simulates the real exam in every aspect, including scope,
difficulty level, format, and number of questions in each LEED
category. It includes questions, answers, and explanations.
This book is small and easy to carry around. You can read it
whenever you have spare minutes. It is an indispensable
resource for ordinary people, developers, brokers,
contractors, administrators, architects, landscape architects,
engineers, interns, drafters, designers, and other design
professionals. All our books are available at
GreenExamEducation.com Check out FREE tips and info for
all LEED Exams and ARE Exams at GeeForum.com, you can
post your questions for other users' review.
Prepare for the LEED Green Associate v4 exam with an
expert who has been there – and passed! Guide to the LEED
Green Associate V4 Exam is a comprehensive study guide
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for the LEED Green Associate v4 exam. Written by a LEED
expert and consultant who actually passed the exam, this
guide provides a first-hand account of preparation strategies
that work. The book is designed to work with how people
study, organized for quick navigation, with sample questions
and flashcards throughout. The companion website offers
additional study aids, including more sample test questions
and flashcards. The book covers all topics and principles
included on the exam, and provides all the information
necessary to pass. Passing the LEED Green Associate v4
exam is the only way to get the Green Associate credential,
so a complete, comprehensive study guide is essential. The
Guide to the LEED Green Associate Exam has been updated
specifically to align with the most current version of the exam.
Topics include: The three tiers of the credentialing process
Concepts and processes of sustainable design LEED design
strategies and technologies How and what to study for the
exam Beyond just providing information, this book offers the
insight of someone who's been there, and can manage
expectations and eliminate surprises. Motivating, engaging,
and packed with expert advice, the Guide to the LEED Green
Associate Exam helps eager professionals prepare for – and
pass – the LEED Green Associate v4 exam.
The classic programming guide for architects and clients-fully
updated and revised. Architectural programming is a team
effort that requires close cooperation between architects and
their clients. Problem Seeking, Fourth Edition lays out a fivestep procedure that teams can follow when programming any
building or series of buildings, from a small house to a
hospital complex. This simple yet comprehensive process
encompasses the entire range of factors that influence the
design of buildings.
Pass the LEED Green Associate Exam, Get Your Building
LEED Certified, Fight Global Warming, and Save Money! The
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USGBC released LEED v4 in GreenBuild International
Conference and Expo in November, 2013. The GBCI started
to include the new LEED v4 content for all LEED exams in
June 2014. We have incorporated the new LEED v4 content
in this book. LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) is one of the most important trends in development
and is revolutionizing the construction industry. It has gained
tremendous momentum and has a profound impact on our
environment. From this book, you will be able to: 1. Identify
your weakness through practice questions 2. Learn to work
well under the pressure of timed tests 3. Check your
responses against the solutions 4. Understand the solutions
for the difficult questions through the explanations 5. Fully
understand the scope, difficulty level, and format of the LEED
Green Associate Exam 6. Learn how to pass the LEED
Green Associate Exam. There is NO official GBCI book on
the LEED Green Associate Exam. "LEED GA Mock Exams"
fills in the blanks and demystifies LEED. The book includes
200 questions and simulates the real exam in every aspect,
including scope, difficulty level, format, and number of
questions in each LEED category. It includes questions,
answers, and explanations. This book is small and easy to
carry around. You can read it whenever you have a few extra
minutes. It is an indispensable resource for ordinary people,
developers, brokers, contractors, administrators, architects,
landscape architects, engineers, interns, drafters, designers,
and other design professionals. All our books are available at
GreenExamEducation.com Check out FREE tips and info for
all LEED Exams and ARE Exams at GeeForums.com, you
can post your questions for other users' review.
PASS THE LEED GREEN ASSOCIATE EXAM WITH
FLYING COLORS! The LEED Green Associate V4 Exam
Complete Study Guide aims to provide deep insight into the
principles of green building; and helps the reader to learn,
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rather than to memorize the essential information for the
exam. Thus, this approach equips candidates to successfully
pass the LEED Green Associate exam with flying colors in
order to actively apply green building and LEED principles in
real life. This book is the only resource a candidate needs, in
order to successfully pass the exam. As LEED v4 is quite
different in comparison to the former versions, the book was
entirely re-written; thus, it was not updated from a previous
edition. All of the chapters contain guidance on the aspects
that require extensive attention, while the book points out the
finer details to focus on for the exam purposes. It does not
matter how much time passes after taking the exam, as
learning the real reasons behind the green building and LEED
principles through observation will help to consolidate this
information concisely. Even though the LEED Green
Associate exams are sometimes referred to as conceptual
exams, in reality the exam goes well beyond that. Without
diving into the LEED prerequisites and credits, a candidate
cannot ever guarantee passing the test; as a result, the book
covers the core concepts of each LEED credit category, and
then evaluates the LEED prerequisites and credits to
demonstrate how those green building concepts turn into real
projects with LEED requirements. Pass the LEED Green
Associate exam with flying colors! Thoroughly understand
and apply the green building principles for life, and retain all
the information you have learned Apply the green building
and LEED principles in real life Know all the important things
to consider during the exam beforehand The book is also
recommended for students, professionals, and anyone who
has not chosen to take an LEED professional exam, but
nonetheless retains a strong interest in LEED and green
buildings.

For the past quarter-century, mainstream
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architecture has proceeded on the underlying belief
that we have the resources to build whatever and as
much as we want and that technology can overcome
any problems we create for ourselves through our
building activities. The serious shortages that now
confront us demand a thorough reevaluation of this
premise. Carl Stein, nationally recognized for his
contributions to the field of sustainable design,
connects the impact of individual building design
decisions to the global energy and environmental
crises. He sets out the argument for sustainability
inherent in Modern design, identifying tenets that are
intrinsic to contemporary ecological thinking, and he
provides the nuts-and-bolts information to assist
practitioners and students of architecture,
engineering, planning, and environmentalism in
specific building-upgrade projects. While not a howto handbook, Greening Modernism provides
quantitative data and describes the environmental
benefits from the continued use of the vast inventory
of modern buildings, including reduced demand for
energy and other finite resources and reduced need
for waste processing. Greening Modernism explains
the relationships between design and technology in
the pre-petroleum, early-petroleum, and latepetroleum eras and goes on to suggest opportunities
for architecture in a post-petroleum world.
TEST AND REINFORCE YOUR KNOWLEDGE
WHILE IDENTIFYING WEAK SPOTS! The LEED AP
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BD+C V4 Exam Practice Tests is designed to
provide the reader with a real exam simulation
presented through 3 full-length practice exams
designed to assess and reinforce knowledge while
simultaneously identifying weak spots. The exams
have been prepared in the same scope and format
as the actual LEED AP BD+C V4 exam, and the
questions are based on the most important concepts
to capture all the critical information encountered
during the actual exam. The answers and
discussions about the answer choices are carefully
written to ensure that the test taker avoids repeating
the same mistakes while learning much more than
just the correct answer. The book provides complete
coverage of all the test topics and assesses whether
the test taker's knowledge is up to the challenge.
Regardless of how well the test taker knows the
content, being exposed to the actual exam format
should make a significant positive impact on the
actual exam score. With the completion of the
practice tests, the test taker will know the most
important information needed for the exam. This
book is strongly recommended for all who want to
reinforce their knowledge, identify their weak spots,
and become familiar with the LEED AP BD+C V4
exam scope and format. Increase your test score
and ensure a first-time success on the exam Test
and reinforce your knowledge while identifying weak
spots Learn the most important information that you
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need for the exam Familiarize yourself with the
actual exam scope and format Fill in the missing
knowledge
GreenStep's study guide and practice exams were
originally developed in conjunction with our in-person
and online LEED Exam Training workshops. They
have proved to be an effective tool for over 5,000
GreenStep workshop participants, serving both as
an in-class workbook and as a study guide
encompassing all of the key information covered on
the LEED Green Associate exam.GreenStep's study
guide and practice exams were developed with the
mindset that QUALITY is much more important than
quantity when preparing for the LEED exam. In the
development of these materials, our team has
scoured every possible resource from which
potential exam questions are developed, taken &
passed various versions of the LEED exam multiple
times, and incorporated valuable feedback from
hundreds of past participants from over 300 LEED
exam training workshops. The result is a
comprehensive and concise study guide that covers
everything you need to know to pass the LEED
Green Associate exam - and nothing more. The
feedback we've received from thousands of
participants who have passed the LEED exam on
their first try tell us that our approach works.
"From this book, you will learn how to: 1. Pass the
LEED Green Associate exam; 2. Use LEED exam
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preparation strategies, study methods, tips,
suggestions, mnemonics, and exam tactics to
improve your exam performance; 3. Effectively
understand, digest, and retain your LEED
knowledge; 4. Understand the process of registering
and certifying a building for LEED; 5. Understand the
scope, main intent, core concepts and strategies, as
well as identify the regulations, recognition, and
incentives for each major LEED category; 6. Identify
the strategies for case studies; 7. Identify the
synergy in case studies; 8. Implement the most
important LEED related codes and building
standards; 9. Get points for categories not yet clearly
defined by the USGBC"--P. [4] of cover.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. This book helps readers understand the
fundamental concepts of sustainable design and
green building practices, which will soon become
common practice on every project. It is also intended
as a practical study guide for the¿LEED Green
Associate exam, with a step-by-step study guide and
an assessment (a practice exam with 80 questions
and a focused discussion for each example). This
book includes a discussion on why this topic is
important to understand, practice, and teach along
with¿practical examples of methods that are being
used to increase a project’s environmental
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performance and¿additional study
resources/references. Some features include: ¿
Covers cost implications of green building practices,
including initial investments, long-term cost benefits,
and current market trends. Provides¿a practical
guide to understanding fundamental sustainable
design and green building practices. Includes a
Focused Study Guide that helps readers prepare for
the LEED-Green Associate exam. ¿
The second edition of this outstanding reference
provides a solid foundation for the study of green
building and LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design). It explains many of the
important tenets of green building while providing
strategies for implementation and specific case
studies designed to broaden your knowledge of
green building. Green Building and LEED Core
Concepts is an excellent resource in preparing for
the Green Building Certification Institute's (GBCI)
LEED Green Associate exam. When paired with the
USGBC LEED Green Associate Study Guide it
provides a powerful combination for exam
preparation. A money-saving, value package of
these two outstanding publications is also available!
Learn the Tips, Become One of Those Who Know
Building Construction and Architectural Practice, and
Thrive! For architectural practice and building design and
construction industry, there are two kinds of people:
those who know, and those who don't. The tips of
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building design and construction and project
management have been undercover-until now. Most of
the existing books on building construction and
architectural practice are too expensive, too complicated,
and too long to be practical and helpful. This book
simplifies the process to make it easier to understand
and uncovers the tips of building design and construction
and project management. It sets up a solid foundation
and fundamental framework for this field. It covers every
aspect of building construction and architectural practice
in plain and concise language and introduces it to all
people. Through practical case studies, it demonstrates
the efficient and proper ways to handle various issues
and problems in architectural practice and building
design and construction industry. It is for ordinary people
and aspiring young architects as well as seasoned
professionals in the construction industry. For ordinary
people, it uncovers the tips of building construction; for
aspiring architects, it works as a construction industry
survival guide and a guidebook to shorten the process in
mastering architectural practice and climbing up the
professional ladder; for seasoned architects, it has many
checklists to refresh their memory. It is an indispensable
reference book for ordinary people, architectural
students, interns, drafters, designers, seasoned
architects, engineers, construction administrators,
superintendents, construction managers, contractors,
and developers. You will learn: 1.How to develop your
business and work with your client. 2.The entire process
of building design and construction, including
programming, entitlement, schematic design, design
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development, construction documents, bidding, and
construction administration. 3.How to coordinate with
governing agencies, including a county's health
department and a city's planning, building, fire, public
works departments, etc. 4.How to coordinate with your
consultants, including soils, civil, structural, electrical,
mechanical, plumbing engineers, landscape architects,
etc. 5.How to create and use your own checklists to do
quality control of your construction documents. 6.How to
use various logs (i.e., RFI log, submittal log, field visit
log, etc.) and lists (contact list, document control list,
distribution list, etc.) to organize and simplify your work.
7.How to respond to RFI, issue CCDs, review change
orders, submittals, etc. 8.How to make your architectural
practice a profitable and successful business. About the
author Gang Chen holds a master's degree from the
School of Architecture, University of Southern California
(USC), Los Angeles, and a bachelor's degree from the
School of Architecture, South China University of
Technology. He has over 20 years of professional
experience. Many of the projects he was in charge of or
participated in have been published extensively in
Architecture, Architectural Record, The Los Angeles
Times, The Orange County Register, etc. He has worked
on a variety of unusual projects, including well-known,
large-scale healthcare and hospitality projects with over
one billion dollars in construction costs, award-winning
school designs, highly-acclaimed urban design and
streetscape projects, multifamily housing, high-end
custom homes, and regional and neighborhood shopping
centers. Gang Chen is a LEED AP and a licensed
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architect in California. He is also the internationally
acclaimed author for other fascinating books, including
Planting Design Illustrated and LEED Exam Guides
Series, which include one guidebook for each of the
LEED exams.
"LEED Green Associate Exam Preparation Guide, LEED
v4 Edition, is a comprehensive study reference for the
LEED Green Associate exam. This exam preparation
guide provides a detailed and efficient approach to
studying through concise text and detailed, full-color
illustrations and photos. To aid in the successful passing
of the LEED Green Associate exam, each feature in the
print and digital resources is designed to promote quick
comprehension. These features include objectives, key
terms and definitions, factoids, and from the field notes in
addition to practice questions and sample exam
questions."--Introduction.
A Practical Exam Guide for the ARE 5.0 Programming &
Analysis (PA) Division! To become a licensed architect,
you need to have a proper combination of education
and/or experience, meet your Board of Architecture’s
special requirements, and pass the ARE exams. This
book provides an ARE 5.0 exam overview, suggested
reference and resource links, exam prep and exam
taking techniques, tips and guides, and critical content
for the ARE 5.0 Programming & Analysis (PA) Division.
More specifically this book covers the following subjects:
· ARE 5.0, AXP, and education requirements · ARE 5.0
exam content, format, and prep strategies · ARE 5.0
credit model and the easiest way to pass ARE exams ·
Allocation of your time and scheduling · Timing of review:
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the 3016 rule; memorization methods, tips, suggestions,
and mnemonics · Environmental & contextual conditions
· Codes & regulations · Site analysis & programming ·
Building analysis & programming This book will help you
pass the PA division of the ARE 5.0 and become a
licensed architect! Can you study and pass the ARE 5.0
Programming & Analysis (PA) exam in 2 weeks? The
answer is yes: If you study the right materials, you can
pass with 2 weeks of prep. If you study our book,
“Programming & Analysis (PA) ARE 5.0 Exam Guide
(Architect Registration Examination)" & “Programming &
Analysis (PA) ARE 5.0 Mock Exam (Architect
Registration Examination)," you have an excellent
chance of studying and passing the ARE 5.0
Programming & Analysis (PA) division in 2 weeks. We
have added many tips and tricks that WILL help you
pass the exam on your first try. Our goal is to take a very
complicated subject and make it simple. “Programming
& Analysis (PA) ARE 5.0 Exam Guide (Architect
Registration Examination)" & “Programming & Analysis
(PA) ARE 5.0 Mock Exam (Architect Registration
Examination)" will save you time and money and help
you pass the exam on the first try! ArchiteG®, Green
Associate Exam Guide®, and GreenExamEducation®
are registered trademarks owned by Gang Chen. ARE®,
Architect Registration Examination® are registered
trademarks owned by NCARB.
Written by an LEED AP who also authored some of the
Amazon best-selling books, this "reader-friendly" manual
provides: 1. Comprehensive yet concise coverage of
green building basic concepts and strategies in the
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context of NEW LEED v4 GA exam 2. Abundant visual
info to keep the material interesting and easy to follow 3.
Numerous practice questions for each section of each
chapter 4. Review test for each chapter 5. One mock
final exam in the end for LEED GA 6. Detailed answers
for every question in the book (about 300) including the
mock exam 7. LEED Green Associate exam preparation
tips and study resources 8. Summary info such as
abbreviations, tech terms, checklist, standards, green
building facts etc 9. NEW!!! Revised contents (e.g. new
MR chapter, new LT chapter and new LEED system
families) fully updated for LEED v4 system! 10. NEW!!!
Links of FREE BONUS Internet study resources, online
practice questions and mock exams (estimated to be
another 300+) at the end of this book!
This study guide was originally developed in conjunction
with GreenStep's in-person and online LEED Exam
Training workshops. It has proved to be an effective tool
for over 5,000 GreenStep workshop participants, serving
both as an in-class workbook and as a study guide
encompassing all of the key information covered on the
LEED Green Associate exam.GreenStep's study guide
and related materials were developed with the mindset
that QUALITY is much more important than quantity
when preparing for the LEED exam. In the development
of this study guide, our team has scoured every possible
resource from which potential exam questions are
developed, taken & passed various versions of the LEED
exam multiple times, and incorporated valuable feedback
from hundreds of past participants from over 300 LEED
exam training workshops. The result is a comprehensive
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and concise study guide that covers everything you need
to know to pass the LEED Green Associate exam - and
nothing more. The feedback we've received from
thousands of participants who have passed the LEED
exam on their first try tell us that our approach works.
PASS THE LEED GREEN ASSOCIATE EXAM WITH
FLYING COLORS! The LEED Green Associate V4 Exam
Complete Study Guide aims to provide deep insight into
the principles of green building; and helps the reader to
learn, rather than to memorize the essential information
for the exam. Thus, this approach equips candidates to
successfully pass the LEED Green Associate exam with
flying colors in order to actively apply green building and
LEED principles in real life.This book is the only resource
a candidate needs, in order to successfully pass the
exam. As LEED v4 is quite different in comparison to the
former versions, the book was entirely re-written; thus, it
was not updated from a previous edition. All of the
chapters contain guidance on the aspects that require
extensive attention, while the book points out the finer
details to focus on for the exam purposes. It does not
matter how much time passes after taking the exam, as
learning the real reasons behind the green building and
LEED principles through observation will help to
consolidate this information concisely.Even though the
LEED Green Associate exams are sometimes referred to
as conceptual exams, in reality the exam goes well
beyond that. Without diving into the LEED prerequisites
and credits, a candidate cannot ever guarantee passing
the test; as a result, the book covers the core concepts
of each LEED credit category, and then evaluates the
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LEED prerequisites and credits to demonstrate how
those green building concepts turn into real projects with
LEED requirements.The book is also recommended for
students, professionals, and anyone who has not chosen
to take an LEED professional exam, but nonetheless
retains a strong interest in LEED and green buildings.
This all-inclusive LEED v4 Green Associate exam Study
Guide is your path to a new professional credential! GBRI, a
USGBC Education Partner, has carefully developed this
guide to ensure all topics found on the real exam are
thoroughly covered. Our expert instructors have devised an
easy-to-navigate guide that comes with complimentary
access to supplemental materials online! You will gain access
to online on-demand study modules exploring the topics
covered in the guide, mock exams structured like the real
test, additional practice questions by section, flash cards,
memory charts & more. Access your materials 24/7 for your
convenience!
"This study guide is a resource to help you prepare for the
LEED Green Associate Examination. It summarizes the
critical points of green design, construction, and operations.
To help you master its content, the guide has been packaged
with the Green Building and LEED Core Concepts Guide, one
of the reference documents for the LEED Green Associate
Exam. Within each category of the guide, you will find a
variety of study tools, including category reviews, review
questions and worksheets, learning activities, and practice
questions"--P. 1.
The LEED AP BD+C V4 Exam Complete Study Guide aims to
provide deep insight into the LEED requirements and the
certification process and helps the reader to learn, rather than
to memorize, all the essential information for the exam. This
book is designed to be the only resource a candidate would
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need to successfully pass the exam.
Realistic Practice for the LEED® Green Associate Exam
LEED GA Practice Exams: Green Associate will prepare you
for the Green Building Certification Institute's LEED Green
Associate Exam. The practice exams simulate the actual
exam in every aspect, from topics covered and number of
questions, to the format and level of difficulty. Test your
knowledge of the basic principles and concepts of green
building needed to support green design, construction, and
operations. The 200 multiple-choice questions with fully
explained solutions will increase your confidence and improve
your chances of passing the LEED Green Associate exam.
Everything You Need to Succeed Two practice exams that
mentally prepare you for the pressure of working under timed
conditions 200 questions that cover the subject areas unique
to the LEED Green Associate exam Complete solutions that
allow you to check your answers Preparation that helps you
identify topics that require extra review Exam Topics Covered
Synergistic Opportunities and LEED Application Process
Project Site Factors Water Management Project Systems and
Energy Impacts Acquisition, Installation, and Management of
Project Materials Stakeholder Involvement in Innovation
Project Surroundings and Public Outreach
Written for students and practitioners in the fields of
architecture and interior design, our new Architecture Brief
Sustainable Design provides a concise overview of all the
techniques available for reducing the energy footprint of
structures and spaces. With clear, simple language and a
practical "can-do" approach, author David Bergman covers
everything from the profession's ethical responsibility, to
design structures and spaces that sustain our natural
resources, to specific considerations such as rainwater
harvesting, graywater recycling, passive heating techniques,
solar orientation, green roofs, wind energy, daylighting, indoor
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air quality, material evaluation and specification, and how to
work with green building certification programs.
LEED Core ConceptsHard Copy: an Introduction to LEED
and Green BuildingGuide to the LEED Green Associate
ExamJohn Wiley & SonsLEED v4 Green Associate Exam
Guide (LEED GA)Comprehensive Study Materials, Sample
Questions, Green Building LEED Certification, and
SustainabilityArchiteG, Inc.

Pass the LEED AP BD&C Exam, Get Your Building
LEED Certified, Fight Global Warming and Save
Money! The USGBC released LEED v4 in
GreenBuild International Conference and Expo in
November, 2013. The GBCI started to include the
new LEED v4 content for all LEED exams in late
Spring 2014. We have incorporated the new LEED
v4 content in this book. Starting on December 1,
2011, GBCI began to draw LEED AP BD+C Exam
questions from Green Building and LEED Core
Concepts Guide. We have also incorporated the
latest information from this book. LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) is one of the
most important trends in development and is
revolutionizing the construction industry. It has
gained tremendous momentum and has a profound
impact on our environment. From this book, you will
learn how to: 1. Pass the LEED AP BD+C Exam. 2.
Register and achieve LEED certification for a
building. 3. Understand the intent of each LEED
prerequisite and credit. 4. Calculate points for LEED
credits. 5. Indentify the credit path, submittal
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requirements, synergies, possible strategies and
technologies, project phase, LEED submittal phase,
and responsible party for each prerequisite and
credit. 6. Earn extra credit (exemplary performance)
for LEED. 7. Implement the related codes and
standards. 8. Obtain points for categories not yet
clearly defined by the USGBC. Most of the existing
books on LEED and the LEED exams are too
expensive and complicated to be practical or helpful.
This guide fills in the blanks and demystifies LEED. It
uncovers the secrets, codes, and jargon for LEED as
well as the true meaning of "going green." It provides
a solid foundation and fundamental framework for
LEED. It covers every major aspect of LEED in plain
and concise language, and introduces it to ordinary
people. This guide is easy to carry around. You can
read it whenever you have a few extra minutes. It is
an indispensable book for ordinary people,
developers, brokers, contractors, administrators,
architects, landscape architects, engineers, interns,
drafters, designers, and other design professionals.
What others are saying about LEED BD&C Exam
Guide … “Passed on first try, only used this guide
“This is the best study guide HANDS DOWN. If
you're serious about passing the LEED AP BD&C
exam on your first try, this is the one you've been
looking for! I bought Mr. Chen's LEED Green
Associate Exam Guide2 months ago and passed it
on the first try as well. I purchased the USGBC
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reference guide and Mr. Chen's LEED BD&C Exam
Guide. I never opened the USGBC reference guide,
only studied from Mr. Chen's study guide. I followed
Mr. Chen's instructions and studied the guide for 2
weeks (yes, I have a full-time job). I did ignore the
mnemonics, not my learning style (makes it more
confusing to me). The exam was not easy, but I
prepared and stuck to this material. I am not a good
test taker by no means. I reviewed the technical data
of the guide about 6 times and ignored everything
else I had read or heard about the exam. Here's a
piece of advice that I picked up from this book,
spend less time on practice tests and more time
studying! I have a subscription to a web exam
simulator (rated the best) and only did about 100
questions, until I realized that I was wasting my
valuable time. Find a good book and stick to it. This
is also a great reference guide to use on everyday
projects. Review the material, try to understand it,
then try to memorize it through repetition. I would like
to shake your hand and say THANKS AGAIN MR.
GANG CHEN !!! ” —LOBO “Excellent Guide and
Good Manual “I passed the LEED AP BD+C and the
LEED AP ID+C exams this year and Gang Chen's
books were my primary study material! The books
are easy to read and use. Gang Chen provides study
hints and guidance as well as an outline format that
makes it easy for the reader to grasp key points. He
also provides an excellent review of the entire
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accreditation process which can save people time in
personal research. The books are more than study
guides; they are helpful as reference manuals
because of the easy to follow format. Definitely a
keeper in my bookshelf for future project reference.”
—Karen M. Scott “Great resource for studying for the
LEED Exam! “I have taken and passed the LEED
AP BD+C exam and know what it takes. As this
author says, it's not an easy exam and he is right.
What is critical to passing is having great teaching
tools and this book is one of them. He touches on
every aspect of how to memorize data, how
questions are formed, what to expect on tricky
questions, the content the test writers are looking for
and every little detail you need to know when
preparing for this exam. I highly recommend this
author's books if you are serious about passing any
of the LEED exams, hopefully on the first try!” —S.
Jennifer Sakiewicz “LEED BD & C Exam Study
Guide “Gang Chan's study guide is an excellent
resource in preparing to take the LEED AP BD+C
exam particularly if one follows the study
recommendation made in the guide. It does not
replace the LEED Reference manual as the
definitive source for technical information but more
importantly provides a structure for the study of the
information that is easily understood and when
followed should provide good assurance of success
in passing the exam the 1st time. This is a 'keeper'!”
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—Spock “Good summary of information to memorize
for the test “Chen's exam guide is a good summary
of the test relevant information in the LEED
reference guide. He underlines specific information
that is important to commit to memory for the test. It
is a good way to understand which information
needs to be strictly memorized if you are preparing
for the test in a short amount of time and have a
good understanding of the LEED process through
your professional experience. I passed the test with
a very high score on my first try, and I did use this
guide, one other, the LEED reference manual, online
sources, a class, and many years of personally
working on and completing online LEED submittals
through my work. The week before taking the test I
used it to commit point values and those kind of
details to memory... ” —Denver “Not a bulky ref
guide “LEED BD&C Exam Guide does a great job in
highlighting and summarizing the key points and
concepts in USGBC ref guide. If you only have
limited amount of time for LEED AP BD+C exam
preparation, definitely go for this book.” —Metcalf
“Very valuable guide! “I am a lighting designer and
am preparing to take the LEED BD+C exam...I got
LEED BD&C Exam Guide to prepare for the LEED
AP BD+C Exam and it was fairly well organized to
help me refresh my memory on the background
LEED knowledge I had. All the specifics that one
needs to know about each credit such as the
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Purpose of the credit, Credit path, Submittals,
Strategies and technologies etc, are clearly
organized for every credit. In addition the author also
employs the smart technique of Mnemonics which
helps in memorizing the vast amount of information
in a simplified manner.” —Visswapriya Prabakar
“Immensely valuable and utterly to the point, a true
must have! “This is an excellent publication by Gang
Chen that outlines precisely all the key points one
need for success. I personally appreciate the easy to
adopt memorization technique offered by the author.
Practice exams are very comprehensive yet
summarized and not to mention highly effective
learning tool as it is designed in this book. It is a very
delightful experience for me to have this outstanding
publication. In a word, this definitely worth the money
and for me it turns out extraordinarily helpful.”
—Shanaz, who passed LEED AP BD+C Exam on the
first try “Very Helpful! “I found LEED BD&C Exam
Guide to be very detailed and very helpful. I plan to
take the exam soon, and I feel fully prepared for it.”
— Yousuf Asadzoi “Good book! “I had appeared for
GA and passed. I loved the content and the
underlined highlights. I read your book; it gave me
insight and knowledge on how credits are applied.
Some questions in your book helped me answer
ones on the test. Good book, I'll go through it once
again when I appear for AP.” —Haresh Vibhakar,
AIIA (India), AIA, LEED Green Associate, Architect
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“A good outline “The book is an excellent outline to
learn the necessary items required to study for the
exam. It is not a comprehensive study guide in and
of itself. Practice exam is good indicator of test
preparation.” —Paul Levine “Solid LEED Study
Guide “This is the kind of book I wish was available
when I did my original LEED AP exam. It teaches
you how to study, which is so important when school
is a distant memory. The bulk of the book helps you
review and memorize with mnemonics the concepts
for each credit that you need to know for the exam.
The questions are good representations of questions
on the exam. I would recommend to anyone studying
for their exam, that they: - First read the chapters in
this book on how to study; - Second read the actual
LEED BD+C guide to give you the background
information on the credits and gain comprehension.
Underline and review as the author indicates to get
the most out of your study time. - Finally read the
rest of this exam guide to help you review and
memorize for the exam.” —missfitz "missfitz" “Very
Helpful Guide “Gang Chen's LEED BD&C Exam
Guides very helpful in consolidating information from
USGBC and GBCI sources as well as providing the
information that is necessary for the exam without
excess irrelevant information. I highly recommend
this book for preparation for the LEED BD+C
exams.” —leedap
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** LEED Green
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Associate Exam Secrets helps you ace the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
Exam without weeks and months of endless
studying. Our comprehensive LEED Green
Associate Exam Secrets study guide is written by
our exam experts, who painstakingly researched
every topic and concept that you need to know to
ace your test. Our original research reveals specific
weaknesses that you can exploit to increase your
exam score more than you've ever imagined. LEED
Green Associate Exam Secrets includes: The 5
Secret Keys to LEED Exam Success: Time is Your
Greatest Enemy, Guessing is Not Guesswork,
Practice Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare, Don't
Procrastinate, Test Yourself; A comprehensive
General Strategy review including: Make Predictions,
Answer the Question, Benchmark, Valid Information,
Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of
Familiarity, Eliminate Answers, Tough Questions,
Brainstorm, Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes,
Hedge Phrases, Switchback Words, New
Information, Time Management, Contextual Clues,
Don't Panic, Pace Yourself, Answer Selection,
Check Your Work, Beware of Directly Quoted
Answers, Slang, Extreme Statements, Answer
Choice Families; A comprehensive Content review
including: LEED Rating Systems, Core & Shell,
Neighborhood Development, Green Building
Strategies, Credit Weighting, Regional Priority
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Credits, Environmental Laws, LEED Score Card,
Preliminary Rating, Appeals Process, Professional
Accreditation Programs, LEED AP Exam, Green
Buildings, 100-Year Flood, Floorscore, Energy Policy
Act Of 1992, Energy Star, Carpet and Rug Institute,
Credentialing Maintenance Program, Wingspread
Principles, Life-Cycle Cost Analysis, Simple Payback
Analysis, Brownfield, Footcandle, Floor Area Ratio,
Prime Farmland, Site Disturbance, Solar Reflectance
Index, Emissivity and Reflectance, Heat Island
Effect, Vegetated Roofs, Grid Density, Cool Roofs,
and much more...
The book is intended as a comprehensive study
guide for USGBC's LEED® Green Associate Exam
(v 3.0), a visual explanation of sustainable and high
performance buildings and their benefits, and a
handy reference guide for building owners,
architects, engineers, developers, contractors and all
other design and construction professionals.
Pass the LEED Green Associate Exam, Get Your
Building LEED Certified, Fight Global Warming, and
Save Money! The USGBC released LEED v4 at the
GreenBuild International Conference and Expo in
November 2013. The GBCI started to include the
new LEED v4 content for all LEED exams in late
Spring 2014. We have incorporated the new LEED
v4 content in this book. Starting on December 1,
2011, GBCI began to draw LEED Green Associate
Exam questions from the second edition of Green
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Building and LEED Core Concepts Guide. We have
incorporated this information in our book. LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is
one of the most important trends of development and
is revolutionizing the construction industry. It has
gained tremendous momentum and has a profound
impact on our environment. From this book, you will
learn how to do the following: 1. Pass the LEED
Green Associate Exam. 2. Use LEED exam
preparation strategies, study methods, tips,
suggestions, mnemonics, and exam tactics to
improve your exam performance. 3. Effectively
understand, digest, and retain your LEED
knowledge. 4. Understand the process of registering
and certifying a building for LEED. 5. Understand the
scope, main intent, core concepts and strategies, as
well as identify the regulations, recognition, and
incentives for each major LEED category. 6. Identify
the strategies for case studies. 7. Identify the
synergy in case studies. 8. Implement the most
important LEED related codes and building
standards. 9. Get points for categories not yet clearly
defined by the USGBC. This book fills in the blanks
and demystifies LEED. It uncovers the secrets,
codes, and jargon for LEED as well as the true
meaning of "going green." It provides a solid
foundation and fundamental framework for LEED. It
covers every major aspect of LEED in plain and
concise language, and introduces it to ordinary
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people. This guide is small and easy to carry around.
You can read it whenever you have a few extra
minutes. It is an indispensable book for ordinary
people, developers, brokers, contractors,
administrators, architects, landscape architects, civil,
structural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing
engineers, interns, drafters, designers, and other
design professionals. What others are saying about
"LEED Green Associate Exam Guide"...(Part I)
"Finally! A comprehensive study tool for LEED GA
Prep!" "I took the one-day Green LEED Green
Associate course and walked away with a power
point binder printed in very small print--which was
missing MUCH of the required information (although
I didn't know it at the time). I studied my little heart
out and took the test, only to fail it by 1 point. Turns
out I did NOT study all the material I needed to in
order to pass the test. I found this book, read it,
marked it up, retook the test, and passed it with a
95%. Look, we all know the LEED Green Associate
Exam is new and the resources for study are VERY
limited. This one's the VERY best out there right
now. I highly recommend it." --Consultant VA
"Complete overview for the LEED Green Associate
exam" "I studied this book for about three days and
passed the exam ... if you are truly interested in
learning about the LEED system and green building
design, this is a great place to start." --K.A. Evans
See all our books at GreenExamEducation.com
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Check out FREE tips on the easiest way to pass the
LEED Green Associate Exam and info for all LEED
Exams and ARE Exams at GeeForums.com, you
can post your questions for other users' review.
"NCIDQ IDFX Sample Questions and Practice Exam
contains 225 exam-like, multiple-choice questions
that will help you pass the Interior Design
Fundamentals Exam (IDFX). This year, the two
multiple-choice sections of the NCIDQ Examination
changed to a computer-based format: Interior Design
Fundamentals Exam (IDFX) is available to
individuals who meet NCIDQ's education
requirements, regardless of years of experience. ;
Interior Design Professional Exam (IDPX) requires
individuals to meet both education and experience
requirements. NCIDQ IDFX Sample Questions and
Practice Exam delivers IDFX review questions
organized into two parts: The first part includes 100
sample questions that cover the seven content areas
of the IDFX. ; The second part consists of a
125-question practice exam that is consistent with
the exam's content areas, format, and level of
difficulty. Detailed answers are included for all
sample and practice exam questions. Exam Content
Areas Covered: Building Systems and Construction ;
Construction Drawings, Schedules, and
Specifications ; Design Communication Methods and
Techniques ; Design Theory ; Measuring, Drafting,
and Technical Drawing Conventions ; Programming,
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Sustainability, and Site Analysis ; Sourcing and
Research for FF&E."--Publisher's website.
Pass the LEED AP O+M Exam, Get Your Building
LEED Certified, Fight Global Warming, and Save
Money! The USGBC released LEED v4 in
GreenBuild International Conference and Expo in
November, 2013. The GBCI started to include the
new LEED v4 content for all LEED exams in June
2014. We have incorporated the new LEED v4
content in this book. LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) is one of the most
important trends in development and is
revolutionizing the construction industry. It has
gained tremendous momentum and has a profound
impact on our environment. From this book, you will
be able to: 1. Identify your weakness through
practice questions 2. Learn to work well under the
pressure of timed tests 3. Check your responses
against the solutions 4. Understand the solutions for
the difficult questions through the explanations 5.
Fully understand the scope, difficulty level, and
format of the LEED AP O+M Exam 6. Learn how to
pass the LEED AP O+M Exam There is NO official
GBCI book on the LEED AP O+M Exam. LEED v4
AP O+M Mock Exams fills in the blanks and
demystifies LEED. The book includes 200 questions
and simulates the real exam in every aspect,
including scope, difficulty level, format, and number
of questions in each LEED category. It includes
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questions, answers, and explanations. This book is
small and easy to carry around. You can read it
whenever you have spare minutes. It is an
indispensable resource for ordinary people,
developers, brokers, contractors, administrators,
architects, landscape architects, engineers, interns,
drafters, designers, and other design professionals.
All our books are available at
GreenExamEducation.com Check out FREE tips and
info for all LEED Exams and ARE Exams at
GeeForum.com, you can post your questions for
other users' review. What others are saying about
LEED AP O+M Mock Exam … “These are TOUGH
sample tests. You need this book.! “I used this book
as a review in the day or two before my exam. The
questions in this book could very well be found on
the exam, but most actual exam questions will not be
as complex as they are made here. Most of these
questions on these mock exams have a twist or trick
and many can only be answered if you know the
materials backwards and forward. This makes for
GREAT exam preparation because it makes you
acutely aware of the types of tricks and the level of
detail you MIGHT see on the exam...” — G. Patton “I
highly recommend this book! “The book was
extremely helpful for me passing the exam. The
questions really challenged me to dig deeper into the
details of each category. I felt this was one of several
tools to help me be prepared for the exam. I highly
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recommend this book.” — Edwin F Sierra “Such a
great tool! “I passed the exam at the first attempt.
These mock exams helped me to learn how to tackle
the problems and which areas I should focus on! I
worked with another book of the author also. It took
2-3 weeks for my preparation.” — Chai
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